Dereham Walkers are Welcome
Garden Party walk

The route may be changed if conditions necessitate this

13:30, Monday 30 August 2021

About 5 miles

The route

This walk is a little shorter than usual, a little over 5 miles, but to
make up for that, it will end with hot drinks and home made cakes
at a nearby venue.

There is one stile (the only one on a public right of way in the
town!) and two sets of steps on the walk.
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Joining instructions will be given on receipt of your booking. The
walk starts past the Windmill, over the A47 and out along Cherry
Lane towards Mattishall Road. We then turn north and use the
newly repaired steps on Footpath 1/1a to Etling Green. Crossing a
field to reach Back Lane, we return along the paths across
Neatherd Moor. This brings us to within 5 minutes’ walk of our
Party venue (but also a similar distance from our start).

At this time, it is anticipated that all Government restrictions related to
COVID-19 will have been lifted, but we would encourage you to
continue to follow them for the safety and well being of all.
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We therefore plan that
 the walk will be organised so that everyone normally keeps a
distance of at least 2 metres from all other participants
(except those in the same group);
 where this cannot be maintained (eg at pinch points and/or
when passing other people), a lesser distance will be
accepted for short periods; and
 we would like to have your phone number to pass on to NHS
Test and Trace if necessary.
A full risk assessment has been completed.
There is no charge for this walk or the refreshments, but all our
normal costs remain, so we are instead inviting a donation which you
can make on the day. Alternatively, you can make a bank transfer
to Dereham Walkers are Welcome, 20-28-20, 43092402
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